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Red Hat OpenShift Administration II: High Availability (DO 380) 

 

COURSE OVERVIEW 
Plan, implement, and manage OpenShift clusters at scale 

 

Red Hat OpenShift Administration III: Scaling Kubernetes Deployments in the Enterprise (DO380) 

expands upon the skills required to plan, implement, and manage OpenShift® clusters in the 

enterprise. You will learn how to support a growing number of stakeholders, applications, and users 

to achieve large-scale deployments. 

 

This course is based on Red Hat® OpenShift Container Platform 4.6. 

 

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS COURSE? 

• Cluster engineers (systems administrators, cloud administrators, or cloud engineers) 

focused on planning, designing, and implementing production-grade OpenShift clusters. 

Cluster engineers require automation skills to scale their manpower to provision and 

manage an increasing population of clusters, applications, and users, at the same time 

ensuring these clusters remain in compliance with corporate standards. 

• Site reliability engineers (SREs) focused on keeping OpenShift clusters and applications 

running without disruption. SREs are interested in troubleshooting infrastructure and 

application issues with OpenShift clusters and require automation skills to reduce the time 

to identify, diagnose, and remediate issues. 

 

PREREQUISITES 

• Complete Red Hat OpenShift Administration II: Operating a Production Kubernetes 

Cluster(DO280) and become a Red Hat Certified Specialist in OpenShift Administration. 

• Complete Red Hat System Administration II (RH134) and become a Red Hat Certified System 

Administrator. 

• Recommended, but not required: become a Red Hat Certified Systems Engineer or a Red Hat 

Certified Specialist in Ansible Automation. Basic knowledge about writing and running 

Ansible playbooks is required. 

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

This course builds upon the essential skills required to configure and manage an OpenShift 4.x 

cluster, teaching the enhanced skills needed to operate production environments at scale, including: 

• Automating Day 2 tasks to establish production clusters with higher performance and 

availability. 

• Integrating OpenShift with enterprise authentication, storage, CI/CD, and GitOps systems to 

improve productivity of IT operations and compliance with organization’s standards. 

• Troubleshooting techniques to identify issues with cluster operators and compute capacity. 
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COURSE OUTLINE 

Move from Kubernetes to OpenShift 

• Demonstrate that OpenShift is Kubernetes by deploying Kubernetes-native applications on 

OpenShift. 

Introduce automation on OpenShift 

• Automate OpenShift administration tasks using bash scripts and Ansible playbooks. 

Manage operators with OpenShift 

• Deploy Kubernetes Operators and configure OpenShift cluster operators. 

Implement GitOps with Jenkins 

• Implement a GitOps workflow using containerized Jenkins to administer an OpenShift 

cluster. 

Configure enterprise authentication 

• Integrate OpenShift with enterprise identity providers. 

Configure trusted TLS certificates 

• Configure OpenShift with trusted TLS certificates for external access to cluster services and 

applications. 

Configure dedicated node pools 

• Add nodes to an OpenShift cluster with custom configurations tuned for special workloads. 

Configure persistent storage 

• Configure storage providers and storage classes to ensure cluster user access to persistent 

storage. 

Manage cluster monitoring and metrics 

• Configure and manage the OpenShift monitoring stack. 

Provision and inspect cluster logging 

• Deploy, query, and troubleshoot cluster-wide logging. 

Recover failed worker nodes 

• Inspect, troubleshoot, and remediate worker nodes in a variety of failure scenarios. 

 

 

 

WHY TRAIN WITH SUNSET LEARNING INSTITUTE?  

Sunset Learning Institute (SLI) has been an innovative leader in developing and delivering authorized 

technical training since 1996. Our goal is to help our customers optimize their technology Investments 

by providing convenient, high quality technical training that our customers can rely on. We empower 

students to master their desired technologies for their unique environments.  

 

What sets SLI apart is not only our immense selection of trainings options, but our convenient and 

consistent delivery system. No matter how complex your environment is or where you are located, SLI 

is sure to have a training solution that you can count on! 
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Premiere World Class Instruction Team 

• All SLI instructors have a four-year technical degree, instructor level certifications and field 

consulting work experience 

• Sunset Learning has won numerous Instructor Excellence and Instructor Quality Distinction 

awards since 2012 

 

Enhanced Learning Experience 

• The goal of our instructors during class is ensure students understand the material, guide 

them through our labs and encourage questions and interactive discussions. 

 

Convenient and Reliable Training Experience 

• You have the option to attend classes live with the instructor, at any of our established 

training facilities, or from the convenience of your home or office  

• All Sunset Learning Institute classes are guaranteed to run – you can count on us to deliver 

the training you need when you need it! 

 

Outstanding Customer Service 

• You will work with a dedicated account manager to suggest the optimal learning path for you 

and/or your team  

• An enthusiastic student services team is available to answer any questions and ensure a 

quality training experience 

 

 

Interested in Private Group Training? 

Contact Us 

https://www.sunsetlearning.com/contact-us/

